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FG Ursae Majoris (HD 89546) is an ative single-lined binary, whose spetral typeis approximately G8 IV (Henry et al. 1995). Although its relatively high luminosity(V = 7:m4, amplitude of the variability = 0.04�0.15 mag, Henry et al. 1995), FGUMais a poorly studied binary. Together with photospheri variability, the star shows typialsignatures of strong hromospheri ativity. Montes et al. (2000) reported on �lled-in H�and H� lines and strong Ca ii H & K emission with self-absorption. Similar features werefound by Strassmeier et al. (2000). H� variability is reported in the CABS (Strassmeieret al. 1993) and by Henry et al. (1995). No radial veloity and orbital solution of FGUMahas been published till now.Spetrosopi observations were obtained atM. G. Fraastoro station of Catania Astro-physial Observatory in 1997, 1999 and 2000 with the 91-m telesope, using the REOSCehelle spetrograph in the ross-dispersion on�guration. This mode yields a resolutionof �=�� ' 14000. The spetrograph is fed by the telesope through an optial �ber(UV-NIR, 200�m ore diameter) and is plaed in a stable position on the �rst oor of thetelesope building. The detetor used during the 1997 observations was an 800 � 1152CCD with a pixel size of 22.4 �m. For the 1999 and 2000 observations a bak-illuminated1024� 1024 CCD, with a pixel size of 24 �m, was used. Signal-to-noise ratio from 100 to250, depending on atmospheri onditions, was reahed.Data redution was performed using the ECHELLE task of the iraf pakage. Thedata were bias-subtrated and then at-�eld orreted using halogen lamp spetra. Thewavelength alibration is based on a thorium-argon omparison lamp.Radial veloities were obtained by ross-orrelation of eah order of FGUMa spetrawith the orresponding order of the radial-veloity standard stars �Arietis, Arturus,Aldebaran and 5 Serpentis, used as templates. The radial veloity values of the standardstars were taken from Evans (1967) and Duot et al. (1995).Spetral regions heavily a�eted by telluri lines (suh as the � 6276�6315 series ofO2) were exluded from the ross-orrelation.The radial veloity measurements are weighted means of the individual values deduedfrom eah order. Eah of these individual values was weighed as Wi = 1�2i . The standard
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errors of the weighed means were omputed aording to the usual formula (see e.g.Topping 1972) on the basis of �i errors in the RV values for eah order. The latter areomputed aording to the �tted peak height and the anti-symmetri noise as desribedby Tonry & Davis (1979).The orbital period was determined by applying the periodogram tehnique (Sargle1982). The CLEAN iterative deonvolution algorithm (Roberts et al. 1986) was usedto eliminate the e�et of the observation spetral window in the power spetrum. Themaximum of the power spetrum yields a period of Porb = 21:3675 days, in agreementwith the orbital period of 21.3 days and the photometri period of 21.5 � 0.3 days givenby Henry et al. (1995).The observational points and the best-�t sinusoidal solution (eentriity equal to 0)are plotted in Figure 1. Error bars, when larger than data points, are also displayed.

Figure 1. Radial veloity urve and best-�t solution of FGUMa
Table 1 lists the orbital and physial parameters derived from our irular solution.The low value of the mass funtion does suggest a low-mass seondary or a low-inlination orbit. The latter hypothesis is onsistent with the absene of elipses in thelight urve (Henry et al. 1995).Let us make some onsiderations about the spetral types and masses of FGUMaomponents.
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Table1. Orbital parameters for the primary omponent of FGUMa.Element Present solutionK1 22.97 � 0.08 (km s�1)1 29.21 � 0.06 (km s�1)Tonj 2450509.539 � 0.010 (JD)P 21.3675 � 0.0100 (day)a1 sin i (6.75 � 0.02) �106 kmf(m)1 0.02685 � 0.00039 (M�)

Unpublished photometri observations obtained at Catania Observatory by A. Frasain Marh-April, 2000, yield a V magnitude ranging from 7:m26 to 7:m37, and a B � Volour going from 0.97 to 1.01 mag. The V magnitude and B � V olour index reportedin the Hipparos Catalogue (ESA 1997) are 7.39 and 1.004 mag, respetively. Henry et al.(1995) give V = 7:452 mag.With a distane of 175� 25 p (ESA 1997) we estimate an average absolute magnitudeMV = 1:0 � 0:3mag whih is typial of a giant star, well above the subgiant branh. TheB�V olour is onsistent with a spetral type lassi�ation G9�K0 III, for whih a radiusof 10�15 R� is expeted (Gray 1992, Shmidt-Kaler 1982). The v sin i = 18 km s�1 givenby Fekel (1997) leads to a minimum radius of R1 sin i = 7:6 R�. So, an inlination ofthe rotation axis of about 30Æ�50Æan be estimated. For a star of suh an evolutionarystage, a mass of about 2.3�2.9 M� an be inferred (see e.g. Straizys & Kuriliene 1981,Gray 1992).We have also noted that the spetrum of the inative K0 III-type star 34 Lyn (Upgren& Staron 1970), broadened to v sin i = 18 km s�1, perfetly reprodues the FGUMaphotospheri spetrum, while the G8 IV inative star 31Aql leads to a poor omparisonwith the FGUMa spetrum.A rough guess of the seondary-star mass an be ahieved through the mass funtionderived from our radial veloity urve. Assuming an inlination of 50Æand a primary-starmass M1 = 2:3 � 2:9M�, we �nd a mass M2 = 0:9 � 1:1M�, for the seondary star.In agreement with the evolutionary times of suh two omponents, the latter star maybe still on the main sequene. Its spetral type should be between G0 V and G8 Vand, onsequently, its absolute magnitude should be in the 4.5�5.5 mag range. Thisimplies a magnitude di�erene of about 3.5�4.5 mag between the primary and seondaryomponent, i.e. the seondary would ontribute only 2�5 % of the total ux at redwavelengths.This ombination of spetral types and magnitudes an explain why only the primaryomponent is visible in our spetra. High-resolution spetrosopy with very high signal-to-noise ratio in the blue-UV region ould show the ontribution of the seondary omponentto the spetrum.Referenes:Duot, M., Figon, P., Meyssonnier, N., 1995, A&AS, 114, 269.ESA, 1997, The Hipparos and Tyho Catalogue, ESA SP-1200Evans, D. S., 1967, In: IAU Symp. No. 30, A.H. Batten and J.F. Heard (eds.), AademiPress, London, p.57
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